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Overview
We know your data is sensitive. That’s why Cherre combines enterprise-grade
security features with regular audits to ensure you’re always protected. Our security
framework is based on ISO 27001 and NIST 800-53 Information Security Standards
and includes policies covering data classification, access management,
cryptography, change management, secure server configuration, physical security,
business continuity, vendor assurance, vulnerability management, security
monitoring, and incident response. Security is represented at the company’s highest
levels, and information security policies and standards are approved by
management and available to all Cherre employees.

This document details how Cherre provides clients and partners with industry
leading security practices regarding data ownership and access, built into the core of
Cherre’s platform. Throughout this whitepaper we will:

● Set industry best practices.
● Address the mandatory business requirements for processing data.
● Understand compliance requirements imposed on data.

Note, business requirements and contractual obligations may change throughout
the natural lifecycle of our relationships with clients and data partners.

Definitions
External Source - Any source of data outside of the Cherre ecosystem.

Swimlane or Stream - Within the Cherre platform, data can be perceived to flow
from sources to clients. They flow through a predefined route, the security
boundaries or edges of a stream are predominantly defined by Google Cloud
Projects. Streams are able to merge only when the required permissions or contracts
are in place. These sets can be defined by logical boundaries or security scopes.

Data Collection - Data from a single source.

Dataset - Data collection can be subdivided into sets. These sets can be defined by
logical boundaries or security scopes.



Data Class or Classification - Data is classified into four levels by the sensitivity of its
contents, or upon request for higher standards by a client or partner. Data
classification and the requirements can be found in the Cherre Information Security
Policy here.

Swimlane Security Level or Classification - Swimlane classification defines the
generic security type and model of a project. This in turn informs the permissions to
handle and access the data collections within. See Swimlane Security Levels and
Classification.

Risk Assessment and Mitigation in Data
Processing
To understand the risks in data processing,  it is helpful to classify the four data states
the associated risks with each state.

State: At Rest
Risk: Lowest

Within our system data is at rest when it is:
● In a database - Postgres, BigQuery, ElasticSearch, DB, or Application Cache
● Storage on a disk - Instances, pod and node hard drives, Google Cloud Storage

The risk in this state is low because nothing is in motion, meaning no changes can
occur. That being said, the industry standard for data at rest is that it is encrypted
with at least AES-256.

All data with the Cherre system is encrypted with AES-256 or equivalent. In addition
to baseline encryption, advanced KMS is also in place, ensuring that no third party
can decrypt the data.

State: In-Transit/In-Flight
Risk: High

Data is considered Intransit during the time when it is moved from one location to
another. This could be between tables and datasets within BigQuery, between GCS
and BigQuery, or between other parts of the application. Data typically moves into a
state of transit within production by:

● A system/machine request, such as a DAG.



● A client request or external trigger.

The risk is high for a number of reasons:
1. For data to be in-flight, typically the system or user requires write access to the

destination, exposing the data to change.
2. Risk of cross-stream pollution. The destination may not be one that is

“permitted” to house or store the source data. Once this initial boundary is
broken, a trickle down effect can occur.

3. Unwanted in-transit data manipulation.

The industry standard for this is the use of the Transport Layer Security (TLS)
protocol. However, SSL is still commonly used and acceptable to service where TLS is
not available.

The Cherre ecosystem has the following measures in place to mitigate the risks
associated with in-flight data:

● The system is fully auditable, identifying origin and destination of all data in or
out of each subsystem.

● All traffic is encrypted using TLS or SSL.
● Active testing is in place enforcing the business logic rules.
● Dedicated Service Accounts control fine grained transfer rules.
● Only the system or application can move data within production. Manual

intervention requires at least two engineers to carry out the activity and sign
off from our security team on the manual procedure. These activities are
always tracked, logged, and audited.

State: Processing and Handling
Risk: Highest

Processing and Handling are defined as when we are actively modifying the data, be
it part of the standard Cherre data pipeline, or any time when data requires
modification. Included in this definition are times when data is being processed by
the system or by a person.

The risk is highest because if an erroneous behavior is to occur, this is the most likely
time it will happen because we are actively changing and modifying the data.
The industry standard is to adopt the Principle of Least Privilege(PoLP) for systems,
users, and service accounts. The system should have a full audit of queries and
changes to the system and data.

https://digitalguardian.com/blog/what-principle-least-privilege-polp-best-practice-information-security-and-compliance


The Cherre CoreConnect platform has the following measures in place to mitigate
the risks associated with in-flight data:

● The system is fully auditable, identifying origin and destination of all data in or
out of each subsystem, source, and destination.

● Process can only occur within a predefined swimlane.
● Dedicated Service Accounts control write access
● Active testing is in place enforcing the business logic rules.
● Only the system or application (not humans)  can move data within a

production system. Manual intervention requires at least two engineers to
carry out the activity and sign off from our security team on the manual
procedure. These activities are always tracked, logged, and audited.

State: Live Calculations
Risk: High

There are a number of situations where field calculations are better done on the fly
or at the last mile. This definition includes most client-facing systems including
CoreExplore, GraphQL API, Looker, and ElasticSearch.

The risk is that a  calculation may use data from one or more objects that the user
should not  have access to. The industry standard is for the calculated object to be
developed and changed independently of the system of record for security and
authentication. The calculated object should not implement its own security.

Only select systems are able to carry out live calculations. Each of these systems have
dedicated, enforced testing. The use of an independent system of record also
mitigates the risk of unwanted cross pollination.

Swimlane Security Levels and
Classification
The following is the list of the Swimlane Security Levels and Classification from least
restrictive to most restrictive.



Cherre Foundation Swimlane - Least
Restrictive
Our core foundation swimlane is responsible for processing and forming Cherre’s
Foundation Data.  It therefore has the least number of restrictions as we aim to make
our Foundation Data available to all of our clients.

Access to data within this swim lane is possible from all other levels. Clients and
partners can request this data be merged into their swimlanes and to generate
custom objects with this data.

Security Boundary Access
The following security boundaries are tested and audited on a regular basis.

Egress

● Possible
● Data from this swimlane can be processed and handled in other swimlanes

Ingress

● Not possible

Processing and Handling
This data is allowed to undergoing the following:

● Full processing and handling
○ Complete restructuring
○ Data usable in Cherre products
○ Merging and pre-calculations

Data Partner Swimlane - Restricted
The predominant classification of this level is that a data partner enables Cherre to
grant client access to their data or a subset of their data. This reduces overhead for
the partner by significantly reducing the number of system requests.

The technical definition of this is that all partner data is pulled from the external
source into a single swimlane. A google cloud project defines the boundaries of this
swimlane. Fine grained access control list restricts access to only the processed and



normalized versions of the data. A unique service account dedicated to this
swimlane handles the control plane management processing.

Only client or demo swim lanes have access to the data partner swimlane. This is
only done when a contractual agreement is in place to do so, e.g. between the client
and the data partner. The code changes for granting access are only possible with
sign off from the security and compliance teams.

Included at this level are reseller agreements that match the technical specifications.

Security Boundary Access
The following security boundaries are tested and audited on a regular basis.

Egress

● Possible - dependant on a contractual agreement
● Data from this swimlane can be processed and handled in client and demo

swimlanes

Ingress

● Possible from Cherre foundation
● Not possible from clients, demo or other partner swimlanes

Potential External Sources:
● Cherre swimlane
● Data partner
● Not included

○ Data access via a client key or credentials

Processing and Handling
This data is allowed to undergoing the following:

● Full processing and partial handling
○ Stay true to the source
○ Field and column naming cleaning to match Cherre naming

conventions
○ Name and address processing

● Naming conventions reflect the source or partner name
● Cherre Foundation Data can be used to generate supplement tables
● Because data is not possible to be pulled from other partner swimlanes it is

not possible to create merged table of two partners



Client Swimlane - Very Restricted
The defining aspect for classification at this layer is that we are able to access the
data source via credentials and authorization methods only available to the client.
This is regardless of any agreements already in place with partners. Because the data
is accessible directly on behalf of the client, the data is the property of the client.

In most cases, the data within these swimlanes can be modified and transformed to
meet the client’s specifications. However, it is worth noting that data partners and
other sources may place restrictions on the client for their usage and as such, restrict
what Cherre can do.

Security Boundary Access

Egress

● Not possible - data that is sourced in this swimlane can never leave this stream
or cross the security boundary.

Ingress

● Possible from Cherre Foundation and partner swimlanes
● Not possible from the demonstration swimlane

Potential External Sources:
● Cherre swimlane
● Data partner
● Client data access via client keys or credentials

Processing and Handling
● Full processing and handling

○ Complete restructuring to match client specifications
■ Where no restriction in the contract apply

● Naming conventions reflect the source or partner name
● Combination data partner source (where access granted) can be combined to

generate  supplement tables
● Cherre Foundation Data can be used to generate supplement tables



Demonstration Swimlane - Very Restricted
There are situations where for the sake of demonstrating the capacity and value of
connected data, or to promote partner’s data, we will need to combine and group a
limited subset of data.

Because of merging of sources into a single table, said table can’t live within any of
the  data partners’ swimlanes, as the risk of exposing the blended data when a client
doesn’t have access to the other sources is too high. During the sales cycle,
demonstration tables aren’t able to be assigned to a client. Hence the additional
classification from data partner swimlanes.

The restrictions placed on this swimlane are:
● It never contains a full copy of data partner data.
● It can only be accessed for a trial or limited period, typically 30 days.
● Object name contains “demo.”

Security Boundary Access

Egress

● Not possible - data that is sourced in this swimlane can’t leave this stream or
cross the security boundary.

Ingress

● Possible from Cherre Foundation and data partner swimlanes
● Not possible from client swimlanes

Potential External Sources:
● Cherre Swimlane
● Data partner - partial or subset
● Ad Hoc one time loads
● Can’t use a client-owned authentication mechanism

Processing and Handling
● Full processing and handling

○ Complete restructuring to match demonstration specifications
● Naming conventions reflect the source or partner name



● Combination data partner source (where access granted) can be combined to
generate  supplement tables

● Cherre Foundation Data can be used to generate supplement tables with two
or more data partner sources

System Context Diagram

The following diagram outlines the potential flow of data from Cherre, data partner,
and client sources.


